T H E perturbations of the planets is the subject of reiterated researches by all the great geometers who have raised up Physical Astronomy to its present elevation. They have been successful in determining the variations which the elements of the orbit of a disturbed planet undergo ; and in expressing these variations analytically, in the manner best adapted for computation. But the inquirer who turns his attention to this branch of study will find that it is made to depend upon a theory in mechanics, which is one of considerable analytical intricacy, known by the name of the Variation of the Arbitrary Constants.
L agrange imagined and completed the analytical processes of general appli cation. In a dynamical problem which is capable of an exact solution, such as a planet revolving by the central attraction of the sun, the formulas con structed by L agrange enable us to ascertain the alterations that will be in duced on the original motions of the body, if we suppose it urged by new and very small forces, such as the irregular attractions of the other bodies of the planetary system. General views of this nature are very valuable, and contribute greatly to the advancement of science. But their application is sometimes attended with inconvenience. In particular cases, the general structure of the formulas may require a long train of calculation, in order to extricate the values of the quantities sought. It may be necessary for at taining this end to pass through many differential equations, and to submit to much subordinate calculation. The remedy for this inconvenience seems to lie in separating the general principles from the analytical processes by which they are carried into effect. In some important problems, a great advantage, 2 c 2 both in brevity and clearness, will be obtained by adapting the investigation to the particular circumstance of the case, and attending solely to the princi ples of the method in deducing the solution. It may therefore become a ques tion whether it be not possible to simplify physical astronomy by calling in the aid only of the usual principles of dynamics, and by setting aside every formula or equation not absolutely necessary for arriving at the final results.
The utility of such an attempt, if successful, can hardly be doubted. By ren dering more accessible a subject of great interest and importance, the study of English mathematicians may be recalled to a theory which, although it originated in England, has not received the attention it deserves, and which it has met with in foreign countries. The paper which I have the honour to submit to the Royal Society, contains a complete determination of the variable elements of the elliptic orbit of a dis turbed planet, deduced from three differential equations that follow readily from the mechanical conditions of the problem. In applying these equations, the procedure is the same whether a planet is urged by the sole action of the central force of the sun, or is besides disturbed by the attraction of other bodies revolving about that luminary; the only difference being that, in the first case, the elements of the orbit are all constant, whereas in the other case they are all variable. The success of the method here followed is derived from a new differential equation between the time and the area described by the planet in its momentary plane, which greatly shortens the investigation by making it unnecessary to consider the projection of the orbit. But the solution in this paper, although no reference is made to the analytical formulas of the theory of the variation of the arbitrary constants, is no less an application of that method, and an example of its utility and of the necessity of employing it in very complicated problems.
1. If S represent the sun and P, P two planets circulating round that lumi nary, it is proposed to investigate the effect of the attraction of P to disturb the motion of P and to change the elements of its orbit. We here confine our attention to one disturbing planet; for there is no difficulty in extending to any number, the conclusions that shall be established in the case of one.
The positions of the planets P and P may be ascertained as usual by the rectangular coordinates x, y, z and x', z' ; y, x\ y being co f 5 f > f * Were S and P attracted by F in like directions with equal intensity, the rela tive situation of the two bodies would not be changed, and the action of F might be neglected: but the attractions parallel to the coordinates being un equal, the differences of these attractions, viz.
m' (xfx)m ix' m' (yfg 3 r1 * * % g 3 rt3 * g 3 r'3 > are exerted in altering the place of P relatively to S. These last forces increase the coordinates x, y ,z ; and, therefore, they must be subtracted from the former forces which have opposite directions, in order to obtain the total forces acting in the directions of the coordinates and affecting the motion of P relatively to S, viz. mf (x1 -x) wf x' mx But, if d t represent the element of the time supposed to flow uniformly, the actual velocities with which the coordinates increase are, ~; and the increments of these velocities,
d ¥ 3 are the effects produced by all the forces that urge the planet. Equating now the forces really in action to the measure of the effects they produce, and observing that the two equivalent quantities have been estimated in opposite directions, we obtain the following equations for determining the place of P relatively to S at any proposed instant of time,
If we now assume
(xH + y 2 + z'2f j 5 it will be found that the partial differentials, ^ x ^ x
respectively equal to the quantities on the right sides of the last equations, that is, to the disturbing forces tending to increase the coordinates x, y, z. These equations may therefore be thus written,
If it be asked, What notion must be affixed to the symbol fjudt2}, it will be recollected that ^ is the attraction between S and P at the distance ; and if we suppose that P describes a circle, of which unit is the radius, round S, the centripetal force in the circle will be or p; and the velo moves in the circle will be proportional to 'p. Thus the algebraic quantities t and d t represent the arcs of this circular orbit, which are described in the times t and d t.
It is requisite in what follows to transform the coordinates into other variable quantities better adapted for use in astronomy. Let X and X' denote the longitudes of the planets P and P/ reckoned in the fixt plane of x , and s and st he tangents of their latitudes, that is, of the angles which the radii vectores r and r' make with the same plane: then,
In the transformations alluded to, the quantities must be ex pressed in the partial differentials of R relatively to the new variables r , X, ; and it will conduce to clearness of method if these calculations be dispatched here. We have the equation, The nature of the orbit is therefore determined by these two equations,
the first of which shows that the two conditions 0, and sin 0, must take place at the same tim e; so that is the place of the planet when its distance from the sun is a minimum = (1 -or a maximum = (l -f : and the second proves that the orbit of the planet is an ellipse having the sun in one focus ; a being the mean distance ; e the eccentricity; and v -the true anomaly, that is, the angular distance from the perihelion or aphelion; from the perihelion if e be positive, and from the aphelion if the same quan tity be negative.
It must however be observed that the preceding determination rests entirely • ^ ô n the assumption that, in the equation e2 = 1 --, the quantity -is posi tive and less than unit. Without entering upon any detail, which our present purpose does not require, all the possible cases of the problem will be suc cinctly distinguished by writing the equation in this form, -e = ( l -e ) X a.
The quantity on the left side being essentially positive, the two factors on the other side must both have the same sign. If they are positive, the orbit will be an ellipse; if they are negative, and consequently e greater than unit, the curve described by the body will be a hyperbola; and it will be a parabola, when e = 1, and a and 1 -ep ass from being positive to be negati limit the equation will assume this form,
In all the cases
T + e* s ^ie Per^ieli°u distance.
The nature of the orbit being found, we have next to determine the relation between the time and the angular motion of the planet. For this purpose we have the equation, r2dv -hdt^/p, from which, by substituting the values of r and h, we deduce
; then, by integrating,
(
-n t + s -t s -f-f------------------tv
the quantity under the sign of integration being taken so as to vanish when v -7 ff = o, and s being a constant quantity. The mean motion of the planet reckoned from a given epoch, is equal to -f-s ; and the mean anomaly, to n t-f s -vt9 the true anomaly being v -w . The equa form,
and, if we assume
we shall find, u = f T^l -eKdv + e cos so that we readily arrive at these results, nt i -7? --e sin w,
These last are the formulas that occur in the solution of K epler's problem, the arc u being the anomaly of the eccentric. Having found the expression of the eccentric anomaly in terms of the mean anomaly from the first of the for mulas, we thence deduce the true anomaly -and the radius vector r, for any proposed instant of time. The analytical solution of these questions is omitted ; the sole intention of treating here of the motion of a planet circu lating by the central force of the sun, being to elucidate the investigations that are to follow respecting the orbit of a disturbed planet.
The purposes of astronomy require further that the motion of the planet in its orbit be connected with the longitudes and latitudes estimated with regard to the immovable plane of xy. The orbit being supposed to inter movable plane, and the angle of inclination being represented by i, let N stand for the longitude of the ascending node, and P for the place of the same node in the plane of the orbit and reckoned from the same origin with the true motion v : then v -P, or the distance of the planet from the node in t plane of the orbit, is the hypothenuse of a right-angled spherical triangle, one side of which is the arc X -N in the immovable plane, and the remaini is the latitude having s for its tangent: wherefore we have tan (X -N) = tan ( v -P) cos
The first of these equations enables us to compute X when v is given, and con versely ; by means of the second, the latitude is found. The practical calcula tions are much facilitated by expressing the quantities sought in converging serieses : but the discussion of these points is beside our present purpose.
4.
We now proceed to investigate the effect of the disturbing force of the planet Pf in altering the orbit of P. For this purpose we have the equations (3) and (4), viz.
of which the first is the expression of the small area described round the sun by the planet in the time d t , and the other is the projection of that the immovable plane of xy. Wherefore, if denote the angle of incli which the plane passing through the sun and the radii vectores r and + has to the plane of xy, we shall have .
r + 72 *dx h! cos * rsdv -h :
and, as h!and h vary incessantly by the action of the disturbing forces, it follows that the momentary plane in which the planet moves is continually changing its inclination to the fixed plane. Let be the value of when 0 ; then cos i' = y°; and, by the formulas (3) and (4), we shall have, 
Let the momentary plane of the planet's orbit, that is, the plane passing* through r and r + dr,intersect the immovable plane of acy, and place of the ascending node: then s and + will be the tangents of the latitudes at the distances X -N , and X + X -N from the node : and, i being the angle contained between the two planes, we shall have, It appears therefore that v -6, or «sr, is a variable quantity; and th that determine the elliptic orbit, and the variation of a*, are as follows: It is obvious that this last formula is tantamount to the equating to zero of the differential of rr elatively to the variables, h, e, sr, or a, e, &; it may there fore be thus written, Let f{ v -zs, e) express that function of the true ano maly which is equal to the mean anomaly in the undisturbed orbit; that is, suppose,
f ( v -7 3 } e)
the integral being taken on the conditions that it vanishes when -zs = 0, and that e and w are constant. If now we make e and zs variable, we shall have,
--------Tv-------dv + ---------Te-------d e + --------T -------dm = d .f(v -* ,e ).
But the partial differential relatively to v, is no other than the expression of d Z ) \ wherefore,
f(v -*r, e) , d < > "1 ----------Te de + -------T ------d •~ *> )•

By introducing a new symbol this equation may be separated into the two which follow, d s -dvs -d.f{v -T ff, ), d i -d * = d S t -~'e)d e + d T Z d"-
In the integral £ + z -a = f ( v -7ff,e),
-f-g is the mean motion of the planet reckoned from a given epoch, s however representing a quantity that varies incessantly by the action of the disturbing forces, the amount of the variation being determined by the second formula in which the value of e alone has not been previously ascertained. The mean anomaly of the planet is £ + s -& ; and the integral shows that the same finite equation between the mean and the true anomalies in the disturbed orbit as when there is no disturbing force. It follows therefore that, in both the cases, the true anomaly, the true motion of the planet, and the radius vector, are deducible from the mean anomaly by the same rules and by the solution of K epler's problem.
In order to find the value of the new variable e, it is necessary to eliminate the differential coefficients from its expression. Differentiating relatively to and sr, we shall get, hese values being substituted in the foregoing formula, we shall find this re sult, after dividing all the terms by the coefficient of ( 
+ ec os (p -w) V (% + cos (ps ---------------------------. (ds -dvr) ------------------------:-------f ----------------de -dvr,
( 1 -g 2)* V 1 l~e
or, more concisely, a v n ? (% + e cos (0 -w )) sin (p ------p------.{de -dvr) -----------------------x g8-----------------. .(9)
From the equation between the mean and the true anomalies we deduce, and of the respective elements of the two orbits. In this latter transformation, the partial differentials of R will be written, as usual, without parentheses. It may not be improper to set down here the expressions of such of these partial differentials as we shall have occasion to refer to, \d r j
The radius vector ri s a function of v a ( l -e2) y * -----------------------------------------1-------------
in which expressions, it need hardly be observed, that 
Further, < T R =^+ (^) dr
and, by substituting this value,
/2 c . cos ( v --sr) cos -tzr)\ 7 77 in(w -w ) .cdvj = \ r + -------------------p -------) .
hd dr /^R \ ? -rt • K cos (w"
\T F ) r dvId dr Now p .
-es in (v -t s ) ; and it will be found that the coefficient of h dh is equal to, If the equations ( 11) be multiplied respectively by and then added, this result will be obtained,
d R By combining this equation and the value of -jj with the formulas (6), we get,
The differentials of the several elements of the orbit of the disturbed planet have now been made to depend upon the function R and its differentials rela tively to the elements themselves and to the mean motion Upon the cal culations which this transformation requires, which have long ago been car ried as far as human perseverance can well be supposed to go, we do not here enter. The variations of the elements of a disturbed planet, in the most per fect form in which they have been exhibited in the latter part of this paper, are the result of the repeated labours of L agrange and L aplace, who, at different times and by different methods, at last succeeded in overcoming the diffi culties of this great problem.
In this paper the utmost rigour of investigation has been strictly preserved. No admission or supposition has any where been made for the sake of simpli fying calculation or of obtaining a result more readily. The procedure that has been followed likewise makes it easy to change the form of the differentials of the elements of the orbit, as occasion may require. Thus it is obvious from the formulas (C), and from other formulas, that the variations of all the ele ments may be expressed by means of the three functions^R R R d\' ~ds 5 0r? by means of the three ^; or, by any two of the differentials of R relatively to a, e, s, sr, and one of the two, relatively to i and N ; which re mark is useful in the theory of the comets. There is this advantage in expressing the differentials of the elements by means of the function R, that inspection alone discovers the nature of the terms that enter into every formula. But it is not enough to know the form of the terms, we must likewise attend to their convergency. In the present state of the heavens there is no difficulty in this respect, because the eccentri cities of the planetary orbits, and their inclinations to the ecliptic are found to be small, and it is upon the smallness of these quantities that the convergency of the series into which R is developed, mainly depends. In the present cir cumstances of the planetary system, the formulas afford the utmost possible facility for computing the inequalities of the elliptic elements. After all, the inquiry is difficult enough when it is carried beyond a first approximation ; for in the second stage of the process every element that enters into a formula being itself a collection of sines or cosines, it is not easy to be assured of the nature of the quantities arising from the combination of so many complex expressions.
If we extend our views and consider the stability of the system of the world, it is necessary to begin with establishing the convergency of the terms into which R is expanded. The mathematical form of these terms will always be the same; but unless their total amount can be estimated with sufficient ex actness by a limited number of them, the human understanding can come to no solid decision. Now this will depend upon the effect of the perturbations in changing the eccentricities and the inclinations of the orbits to the ecliptic.
mdcccxxxii.
If it can be proved that these elements, after an indefinite lapse of time, will remain of inconsiderable magnitude as they are at present, the convergency of the series will be established, and the form of the terms of which R consists, will enable us to compute the changes in all the elliptic elements, and to de cide the great question of the stability of the system. But we cannot enter upon any extended discussion of these points, and shall conclude this paper with some remarks in illustration of the problem we have solved, and of the manner in which we have solved it.
6. If we suppose that there is no disturbing force, or that R = 0, we shall have by the equation ( 1 This last equation shows that the mean distance a of an elliptic orbit depends only upon the radius vector drawn to any point, and upon the velocity at that point. Conceive that the straight line r extends from the sun in a given direction and to a given length, and from its extremity suppose that a planet is launched into space with the velocity V, the foregoing equation will deter mine the mean distance a of the immoveable ellipse in which the planet will revolve. The point from which the planet is projected, and consequently r , remaining the same, and V2 will vary together; and if we suppose that a becomes equal to a, at the same time that V2 is changed into V2 + . V2 by forces which act continually but insensibly, we shall have these equations, These results agree with the investigation in the fourth section of this paper; and they coincide with the remarkable equation first discovered by L agrange, from which he inferred the invariability of the mean distances and the periodic times of the planets, when the approximation is extended to the first power only of the disturbing force.
It has already been observed that ^ +-1 is the disturbing force per pendicular to the plane passing through the sun and the coordinate z 3 that is, to the planet's circle of latitude; and likewise that -^r * --is the disturb ing force in the same plane perpendicular to r the radius vector. The elements of the direction of these forces are respectively and : wherefore,
